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ALLIED HEALItH _tibutaLOLEROVIYA

tRAINItiG ROOM

71CP1

there is an inacreAuate partidipatiOn of minOritiet,in the allied
'health_fiOd. Thit situation is One whidh demandt the iiimediate attention
-Of thOSe pertont most directly involved with steering students into these
;P:17,Ofe4i-onthigh tthool and college Stience teadhers and countelors.
114,re;Oust_be a concerted effort On the part of counselors, tdience teachert
,akt opyee interested individualt to develop an appreciation for the role that
:e0Oh-p1ays in steering studentt into these necessary and Vital career fieldt.

rfhe -basic Objettive Of the training prOgram is to provide the ned-essary
fOr the atiwisi ti on- of ski l t and infOrMati on that wil 1 faci 1 i tate

thi:deVelopMent of strategies for recruiting more mindrity and lbw sOdio-
idOhoinfid student into the Allied Health professiont, Also, the prOgrath
IprOVtded an opportunity for high sthool and college teadhert and cOunselort
tO:exChange ideas and information with students, other teachers and dountelort,
atid 'peoPle adti vely engaged in All ied Heal th fields.

the workshop involved the pittitipants in various activities that will
el-able them to be effective in iMpleMenting the program objecti yes. The
dfdadtie phase, clinical experiences, and Pradtical applications involved a
thilture of theoreticai presentations, media presentations formal and infOrmal
exchanget , partici patory clinical demonstratiOns and actual counseling tetsitint
-that 16volved inpuL rr studeeits, teachel's, mid counselors .

'the resource consul tants indluded people involved in the adademic phate

at_ Well at the practitioners of Allied Health fields; recruiters in Allied
Health- programs ; employers and consumer representati yes; people actively
involved in the study of barriers tb minority and low socioeconOmi d group entry
1,11t0. Allied Health careers; teachers involved in the preprofessiOnal Allied
Health training.

.IntrOduction

this document is an indepth evaluation of the Allied Health Counselor
ti-aihing Program. An attempt will be made to examine the strengths and
weaknesses of the 'program.

Evaluation was a major component of the prOject from i ts i ncepti on.

ilehavioral objecti ves were developed in the planning of the project and used
in ell phases of the program implementation.

The purpose of the evaluation was developmental and constructive. The

program, as designed, is a prototype for other programs to prepare teachers
and Counselors to counsel students into the allied health professions. Thus,

the evaluation was constructed to determine the effectiveness of the probram
in aChieving that objective. Five specific avenues were approaches in the

7
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deSign,-of the evaluation instruments WO serve as a basit for this repdrt.

Thet-t4ere:

To deterMine biographiCal data about the participants;

2. To determine the awarenets of counseling techniques by the partidipantt

Prior to the prograM suCh that a coMparison could be made at the

close of the training;

.3: To evaluate the effettiveness of the program format iffidediately

after its Completion;

To determine attitudes of the participantt toward the health Sciences

before and after the tonférehde;

t. to determine the level and quality of participant adtivity in imple-
mentation of the program and/or its contepts theoè MOnths after the
clOse of the activity.

dtgantlation,of the,Report

140 section of the report is based on data directly solicited by ques,
tionnatres designed specifically to evaluate the different aspects of the

lit'tig-raM. The settions are as followt:

1. Biographical data

2. Participant Counseling Skills

3. Participant attitudet

A. Participant Awareness of Allied Health Careers

t. Evaluation of the Presenters and Consultants

6. Participant Perceptions of the Minority and low socioeconomic group

Recruitment Problem

7. Evaluator Program Suggestions

8. Summary

9. Three Month Follow-Up of Participants in the Training Program

Evaluation Procedure

Four instruments were used in evaluating the Training PrOgram. Each was

designed to evaluate one particular aspect of the process. At the beginning

of,the program each of the participants coupleted a pre-conference questionnaire.
ThiS questionnaire contained the following sections:

1. Biographical Data (completed responses required)

2. Attitude questionnaire (a seven point response continuum
solicited attitudes on a wide variety of subjects)

2



3: Awarenett of the Health ProftSsions (totipletien respenSes

required)

Perception of thejailure of Minerities and the ditadvantaged to
enter the Health ProfeStiens (cerfpletion respense required)

5: Program suggestiOns (open-ended response required)

_After the completion Of each activity during the conference each
pArttfjPant cbtpleted a Presenter/Consultant Effectiveness Fort. A dandid
-041UatiOn of the presenter and his presentation was te be Made.

At: the close of the conference too forms of evaluation were carried
out. Each participant completed a subjective evaluation of oath ptesenta-
tion,an-d a post-test which followed almost eXactly the format of the pre-tett.
The-sittlarity between the WO instruments wat calculated tuch that direct
c:oMOarisons could be made between the responses of the partitipants at both

_ endS,Ofthe training program.

the evaluation it designed Such that in the analysiS, (1) desdribes the
'PrOgr401 profess, (2) indidates positive and negative portiont of the programs
jpo (1) makes construftive suggettiont designed to improve the Model. The

1,esu1t-Of the evaluation is taken into consideration in the final design Of
'the-training prograt.

'Anilytis Procedures

the data from the four instruments were analyzed primarily using descrip-
tive statistics, (because of the very small moulation involved). Comparisens

were made where necessary, and the statistical significance of differences
,were determined where appropriate. On all open-ended response items, results
were verified by the use of two other evaluators. Correlations were run between
the perceptions of the two additional judges and those of the evaluator.

LiMitations of the Evaluation

Part of the data collected was supplied well tfter the events occurred
thereby relying on the memories of the participants for accuracy. In this

way, limitations are placed on the evaluation. Likewise, when open-ended
questions are evaluated there is always the possibility of misinterpretation.
The sample size obviously makes generalization to the larger population un-

realistic.

Perhaps the major limitation is based in the self-imposed task of the
evaluation - that of attempting to evaluate the effectiveness of the program.
Realistically, the effectiveness of this program should be determined after a
period of three to five ye.irs of imnl:Tentation. Short term (none to thrtie,

yeart) effectiveness of the program will best estiMated by what the particiPants
are doing as a result of the experience once they have returned to their

ihdividual settings. For this reason of follow-up evaluation is built into
the program at sometime toward the end of the academic year.

All conclusions are therefore drawn with the limitations in mind.



SECTION ONE

Biographical Data on Participants

Thit section tontains data relevent to the chatatteristits of the
partitipants in the COunselorreacher Training Program, There Were eight
(8) partitipants in the program at its inception. Two additional ihdivid-

jOihed the group later. Pre and pott-test data are presented,Nith
664hitatite of this difference in saMple tile.

1)Uring the first session, subjects were told to choose anYlour digit
nUMbit and to place that number on any materials turned into the program
tioedinatort throughout the training program.

OattitiPant,OctuOations

Table I indicates that five (5) of the respOnding participants were
teadherS and three (3) were counselors. Two of the teachert were froM high
sthools, three (3) were froth colleges or universities. Three participants

were tétondary sthool countelors. The two who came late were a college
f,e-crUiter,counselor and a high school stience teather.

Experience of Participants

Table 3 summarizes the years of experience which the respOnding par-
tidipants had in their present positions. The mean years of experience was
54-9. The range was 16. The Majority of the group (5) had less than nihe
(9) ;oars uf experielice. Three hod twel4e of filore.

A!1a1ySisandSu1nrnay of Biraphical Data

An effective counseling system which seeks to improve the admittance
of minorities into the health professions must contain input from at least
four sources. High school teachers, high school counselors, college
counselors and college teachers. The designers made a concerted effort to
have representation from all four groups for an effective program.

In future implementation of the program, it is suggested that a much
more extensive evaluation of the backgrounds of the participants be taken.
It became obvious, early during the conference that many of the participants
were functioning at different levels. A concise evaluation of participant
attributes prior to the conference would facilitate the selection and pre-
paration of consultants and presenters. Sections of this report discuss this
problem in some detail.

It is suggested also that a concerted effort be made to recruit ex-
perienced teacners and counselors into the training program. It is also
suggested that school 6epartLent heads, administrators, and others in positions
that would positively influerJe the implementation of the program be recruited
into the training program.
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TABLE 1

.Participant Work Settings

Setting,

Secondary
School

Teacher
Counselor

6

College or

University 4

Teacher
Counselor

TABLE 2

Number

3

3

3

Breakdown of Participants by Sex

Sex Number

Male 2

Female 8

Total 10

Breakdown
Number of Years

Number of
Years

TABLE 3

If Subjects
in Present

by

Position

Frequensy

2 1

3 1

4 2

9 1

12 2

17 1

Mean = 5.9
Total 47 Ii 8 .Range = 16
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SECTION TWO

Participant Counseling Skills

ThiSsection relates data relevant to the general method exhibited
bt:pattitipants in handling themselves in counseling encounters with
StUdentS. The nature of the instrument used in evaluating these behaviors
neteSSitates some caution by the reader. The evaluation only speaks in
Alettetalterms about these behaviort such that accusations of research
i#001,riety will be minimal.

tetCtifition of the_Themattt Instrument

_011e designing the evaluation instruments the evaluator constructed_
fouf Statements, in paragraph fort, which suggisted assotiation with a
voicaT probleM whith a_high school or tollege student would bring to a
CoOnSelor oe teacher. Each statement related to a slightly different pro,
'bleip:and was identified with a different type of student. (See p. Ap-

=pendtx, . Participants in the training program were asked to read eath
$tateMent and respond to it in any theoretical or counseling frathe which
#eY'deStred. In order to facilitate a comparison between pre- and pOst=
conference responses, the same four statements were used in both questionnairet.
Wa;preliminary Step to evaluating the responses, the evaluator read through
each, of_the pre-conference responses and deterMinedseveral categories on which

all lOuld be evaluated. A copy of this evaluation form can be fOund in Ap-

pentltx D. The evaluator then went through each response individually
and checked off oategorieswhich were relevant to the response. Stores were

attutOoted for oath rospOnoe and atross respon:co. Two putt:Ida avaluatott
with,research and counseling backgrounds were asked to repeat the processfor

Verification. The pre- and post- conference responses were coded tuth that
the 'twci outside evaluatort ware not able to identify them. All responses fOr

Oath statement (pre-and post-) were then intermixed and evaluated as a group.
They were separated only at the point wherein statistical evaluation took

plate. Correlation coefficients were then computed between the scores Of

the three evaluators on the pre-and post-test responses. Tables 4 and 5

depict these correlations. Relatively high correlations were found between
the-stores of the three evaluators on both sets of responses. On the pott-

tett responses, evaluator B correlated .852 with evaluator C; evaluator B
correlated .853 with evaluator A; and evaluator C cOrrelated .779 with evaluator

A. Likewise, on the pre-test responses evaluator B correlated .694 with
evaluator C; evaluator B correlated .812 with evaluator A; and evaluator C
correlated .793 with evaluator A, (A perfect correlation approaches 1.000).

Results

The co4ined scores of the three evaluators are dapicted in Table 6

The data frorn each of the check list items are discussed below in terms of

the mOst frequently indicated choices on the seven evaluation items.

"In terms of usefulness, the approach used by the counselor is--"

Forty-one percent (40%) of the responses to this item on the pre-test
fell under the heading :Ivy generally_ usable, compared with sixty percent (60%)

12
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TALE 4

inter Evaluator Correlations oh Counseling Tethniques Statements

Pre-tost

q,

Evaluator A Evaluator 8 Evaluator C

EViltrattor A 1.000 .812 .793

EValuator 8 .812 1.000 .694

EValuitor C .793 .694 1.000

gl

#, TABLE 5

Inter Evaluator Correlations on Counseling Techniques Statements

Post-Test

Evaluator A Evaluator B Evaluator C

Evaluator A 1.000 .853 .779

Evaluator B .853 1.000 .852

Evaluator C .779 .852 1.000

7
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of]the-Post-test. Thus, the most typital response oh the item fOr both tett§

wat the yeryierally_usable response. It appears that the conferente had,
ibine Offett 66-1he tOunseling approaches of the Oarticipantt. It it pottible

that the higher precentage Of the post-test responses in this cattqdry inditates
amintreased awarenets of appropriate counseling approaches. The evaluators
iperdeived thirty-seven percent (37%) of the pre-test res0Onset to be very
nartOvin approach, as compared with only twehty-seveh perdent k27%) of the
poSt-test responses. Likewise, twenty-two pertent (22%) Of the restionset were
perceived as not usable .at all on the pr'e-test, tompared with ohly thirteen
iiertent (13%) only on the post-test.

andiUtion

AS a result of the training program, the participants appeared to have
Imoadehed their repertoires of possible counseling techniques. This inditates
Ahposltive Orrelation between the training program and the ability to develop
utefUl .approaches to tounseling.
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Table 6

CoMpiled SL:xes on Allied Health Counseling Technique
Pre and Post Test

1

,,,,:Eiialuation

*?.i,itetia

_

,'.

Most

often
itidicated

response

Pretest

Frequency Percent

1

Most
often
indiCated

respohse

Posttest
Frequency Perdent

tOrtt of 14tefullness

the approaCh ifted by the
CoUhteltit

=Yeey_hatrow 37 37 21

',Very generally

_uteible XXX 40 41 xXX_ 59 _

uteable at
22 22 _

,

6.060t the COunselor seem
to haye a Clear theo-
eétical Orientation--

-very_t_lear 6 7 15 _

=cleat_ XXX 46 47 xxx 59
±not_ciear at all XXX 45 AC

."... 21

3.Ih his approach to
Olving the,indiyiduals'
peobleM, whiCh of the
folloWing Orientations is
evidehted

-an alliad health
ettiphat_is_ 23 24 XXX 64 66 _

=a geheraf-helping
elphasit _XXX 50 51 19 20
-an undefined
trimihasis _ 24 13 14

4.boes the counselor
imdidate the use of the
folloving references

=persons in a part-
icular field 25 22 41 34_

-printed or written
mutedal 33 29 45 36
-suggests no refer-
ences at all 56 49 36 30 _

15
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Table 6 (tOnt.)

'17..valuAtion

!fitéria

ilh terffit of tedh=

hiqUei.thd douh=
Selor- it==

=4iV1h§ If;end1y
A'ditide _

,USih§ 4Odepted
pouhteling tech=

hi0U6S
=utlhOliO ident-

ifiãb1C tech-

hieNet

%AS -00-re,a lihear
prOlrettiOh toward

, mietifig the Studehts

neddS==
linoao

Progrettion
=telewhat_linear
proOetSion

=,haphaafd approach

Most
often
indicated
response

Pretest
Frequency Percent Most

often
indicated
response

Posttest
Frequency Percent

6 7 7 8

XXX _ 52 _ 54 XXX 66 74

37 _ 39_ 16 18

7 8 19 21

XXX 43 45 XXX 47 51

XXX 45 _47_ 25 27

1 6
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"DOes the cOuntelor seem to have a clear thtoretital orientation--?"

Sevehteen percent (17%) of the post-test responses inditated very.tteat
theOretical orientation compared with only seven percent (17%) on the pre=test
forty, tlx percent (46%) of the responses indicated that the participants had
A tieAlt-theoretical orientation on the pre-test cOmpared with fifty-nine per"
deiiI7(59f;) of the post-test responses. Forty-six percent (46%) of the pre=t0St

ret0Ontet were perceived as not_clear Compared with twenty-four percent (24%)
On the pOtt-test.

tonttmtion

The trainees appeared to have Clarified and identified a theoretical
pettpeetive Of counteling. HOwever, it is tuspeCted that the larger portion
of it involved a logital organization of thought patterns as a result of
,being given a wealth of usable information with which to aid students.

"In his approach to solving the individual's problem, which of
the following orientations is evidenced--?"

the evaluators perceived that fifty percent (50%) of the pre-test re,.

SOOhtet were of a general helping nature, compared with twenty percent(20%)
th the pOst-test. Twenty-four perCent (24%) of the pre-test respontes we're
Of ah Allied Health emphasis coMpared with sixty-six percent (66%) on the
0Ott=test. Twenty-five percent (25%) Of the pre-test and fourteen percent
(14%) of the post,test responses were perceived as having an undefined
eM0hasis.

One of the trainihg prograM's major objectives was to make the participants
aware of the need for a concerted allied health emphasis in their counseling
aCtivitiv. It would appear that, to a great extent, this was accomplished.
They were quicker to transMit relevant data on the allied health professiOns
to ttudents because of an increased awareness of this type of informatiOn.

"Does the Counselor indicate the use of the following references--?"

Twenty-five percent (25%) and thirty-three percent (33%) of the responses,
respectively, mentioned the use of persons in a particular field and printed
written material in counseling the stueent on tre pre-test. The corresponding
perCentages on the post-test were forty-one percent (41%) and forty-five percent
(45%). On the pre-test forty-nine percent (49%) of the responses suggested
the use of ne references at all, while On the post-test only thirty percent (30)
failed to mention reference material.

Conclusion

There was a oreater tendency for the participants to use reference
materials in their counseling in the post-test situation than in the pre-test
situation. Thus, they appeared to be aware of the fact that this data was

available. The program ciThasis in this area appears to have been accomplished.

11
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"In terms Of tethnique, the counselor is--"

Ftfty,four percent (54%) of the responses on the pre-test were identified
4S havihg an element which was identified as accepted counseling technique,
it-toMpared with seventy-four percent (74) on the pOst tett. The percentage
of th0se who were using no identifiable_technigue decreased on the post,test
-tighteen,percent (18%) as opposed to the pre-test thirty-nine pertent (39%).

tOntAUSIOn

;Participants were very much tethnique oriented. Few fell into the use
of Itiertdly advtce in thefr counseling techniques. Participants apparently
betake-aware of fhe use of some form of techniques in their counseling. There
,were,some positive influences on the trainees as a result Of having participated
fh the'training program.

"tt there a linear progretsion toward Meeting the students needs--"

_Forty-seven percent (47t) of the retponses were perceived as being
somewhat haphazard in counseling approach on the pre-test and only twenty-
Seven-percent (27-En the post-test. Forty-five percent (45%) of the pre,
test, fifty-one percent (51%) of post-test aPpear as having a toMewhat linear
prOgreS_ston toward meeting the needs of the student. Eight percent (8%) Of-Die
pre=test and twenty-one pertent (21%) of the post-test responses possested
mery_tlear_linear_progression toward meeting the needs of the student.

-Conaution

There was an appreiable decrease in the use of haphazard counseling
approaches between the pre- and post-test situations. It would appear that
theremat an intervening variable, i.e. the training program, between the
two Situations which had some effect on the methodology of counseling used
by the participants.

The participants in the Allied Health Training Program appear to have
tome to the program with varied skills. Many were at a somewhat low level.
RetOonses to the Counseling Skills Questionnaire indicate that the format used
for the Training Program is an appropriate mechanism for improving the
tounseling skills of individuals. The following suggestions are made for
iMproving the format:

1. The emphasis on developing techniques for dealing with specific
minority problems needs to be reemphasized. Minority categorization
ten& to 5e 4..ro broad a erouoiro. There pre specific nrchlems
within many of the different minority groups which need to be con-
fronted and erphasized. If there is expectation of incrcasing j.e
number of Black and Spanish speaking people in the health professions,
for example, then the program needs to face up to its emphasis
on Black and Spanish sneaking people.

1 8
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2. More time should be spent on development of basic counseling

techniques. Not only are there signt that this is needed for
science teachers but also for counseling personnel. Thus, it is
suggested that durihg the early phates of future programt more tiMe
Should be devoted to basic Counseling techniques.

19
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SECTION THREE

Participant Attitudes

ThiS section explores some of the general attitudes of the participants
ih the Allied Health Counselor Training Pro9ram. The questions were designed
to determine the attitudes which the participants held relevant to certain
per*nal, occupational and program expectations. Questions were included which
kuld,Olicit the set of the individuals toward these precepts.

there were a set of twenty questions fpr.bOth the pre-and post-tests,
Subjects responded by indicating the intensity and direction of their feelings
toward dadh item. Table 7 summarizes the responses to the items.

the twenty items were designed to give a picture of the perceptions of the
subjedts ih five distinct areas. The responses are discussed under those five
headings.

1. Role Perception

Attitude Toward Counseling

3. Attitude Toward Allied Health Education

4. Perceived Skill Level

5. Expectations

Retats

Comparisons were made between the pre-and post-test responses. The "students
test" was used to indicate some measure of statistical difference between the twO
tett of mean scores. These are displayed in Table 7. Only one item produced
suffidient difference to indicate other than chance as an explanation of the change
over the pre- and post-test situations.

There were no significant differences on any of the items in the tests; therefore,
the retults of the pre- and post-test were combined and the following is a dis-
cutsion of this combination. Since the statistical results were not indicative
Of any trends, some subjective interpretation is included here.

Ro10,0erception

Four questions were used to determine the attitudes of the participants toward
their roles as educators (Questions 1, 14, 16 and 19). Participants disagreed
strongly on the pre-test and only minimally on the post-test, with the contention
thAt a teacher cannot do very much to motivate students to enter one profession over
another (ITEM 1.) When asked, if they had experienced many of the frustrations of
making a career decision which young people today are experiencing (Item 14),
participants agreed only minimally on the pre-test and slightly strongly on the
post-test. (See Table 7)
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Subjedt$ were asked if they were happy with their own career choices
16),. On both pre- and post-tests there was gropg agreement that they

wee tatisfied with career choices.

itervnineteen (19) attempted to determine if the participants felt confident
Ahat they Could get the backing of their superiOrs in setting up a minority
retruipAent_program back At their own settings. Pre-test results indicated
ohly Minimal_agreement. POst-test mean was interpolated to suggest strong agree-

IntOrOtetation: Participants came to the training program with very positive
perceptlens of their ability to motivate and positively influence students. Thit
attttude:,wOuld seem to be required if the counselors hope to be effective in
inflOhding students as specified in the Training Program.

The'trainees appear to have reevaluated the processes involved in making
career decisions. They were aware that they too experienced some frustrations
in:thit arta. They were very consistent in their own feelingt of satisfaction
with,thoir career choices. It is felt that in order for an individual to under-
stand theperplexity which students face in choosing a career the tounseldr must
haveLat least, logically examined his/her own earlier decision making procestes.
An.acadeMic re-thinking of the process is desirable. The test data tend to
tbnfirin thit reexamination.

Partitipants felt that implementation of the program in their own settingt was
possible-through their direct efforts. The data suggest that the program wat
influential in development of confidence by Lim pali.iipcinL. This would Le 1/4pacted,

Ahe tonference been successful in presenting a viable program. It is suspected
that this was the case. Long-term (3-5 years) study of the behaviors of the pAr-
ticipants will make it possible to confirm this conclusion.

AttitudesToward Counseling.:

Five questionnaire items elicited data concerning the attitudes of participants
toward counseling as a discipline (Items 5, 6, 11, 15 and 17).

Participants strongty disagreed with the statement "there is very little which
can be done to change the psychological set which minorities have regarding the
difficulties of entering the health professions" (Item 5). Pre-test and post-test
respontes were almost identical.

The trainees were open to using the group process in working with students to
inforM them about the allied health professions (Item 6.) Likewise, they slightly,
stroniagreed that given the opportunity, they would feel perfectly comfortable con-
ducting a "group experience" with students (Item 11.).

There was somewhat of a consensus that counseling needs to concentrate on helping
students in social and psychological areas more so than in academic areas (Item 15.).
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IhtetOretatiOn: The data from these five items suggest a strong belief
Wcounseling as a viable process for helping stud,nts to betome fully funttioning

tOdiViduals. It tends to support the assumption tt,at the realm of counseling is
ih-helping students in social and psychOlogical areas, as well as acadehic, and
that tareer counseling in its present forM in ineffective.

Attitudet,lbward The EducatiOn Process:

,

TWO items gave some indication of the general attitude of participants
tOward:edutation (Items.15 and 16). Subjectt responded with slightly_strong
agirlenient that students need tounseling in psycholOgital and social areas more
so,thancit-academic areas (Item 15.). This is consistent with the responte to
the statement "elementary and secondary educatiOn for minoritiet needs to get
1,46k,to Strict attention to the 'three r's' and away froM atteMpting to Meet
the persbnal needs of students" (Item 18.). The trainees only slightly agreed
With-thit Statement.

thterpretation: The data seem to indicate that the trainees perceive the
lack Of rudimentary skills exhibited by so many students as a failure of the
editicatiOnal prOcess.

-PerteiVedlinformation_Base:

FiVe -Questionnaire Items sought the participants perceptions of their
information base (Items 3, 8, 9, 12 and 13). There was agreement ahong the
partitipants tnat tney had definite ideds dbeut huw Le solve the peoUlem of
-mihOrity=entry into the health profestions. They, likewise, suggested that
they)lad lained some definite ideas about the problems of minorities as a
retult Of-involvement in the training program.

At the close of the conference the participants indicated that they had
4 wealth of current knowledge about the many different health professions
(Iteth 8.). SimilWly, they suggested that they were in pOssession of a good
working knowledge of group processes (Item 9.).

the end of the conference also found subjects in possession of an
awareness of what mOst career development specialists have to say about
Carder detision making (Item 12.). They also strongly agreed that they
Were aware of the high school requirements necessary for entry into the
health professions (Item 13.).

deneral_Summary:

A,point must be made concerning the failure to achieve sufficient
significance levels on the twenty attitude items. In every instance, there
was a higher interpolated mean score between the pre- and post- tests, suggesting
that there was increased awareness or competence on the part of participants.
The failure for this differente to show statistically can be attributed to
twO factors:

2 6
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1. The size of the sample was so small as to give too great a weight
to _each score. The result was that extreme scores had disastrous
effects on other more likely scores;

2. The nature of the response continuum contributed to this effect as
The seven possible responses allowed for greater dispersion

than would have been preferred.

With, these limitations in mind, the evaluator concluded that the Training
Program format did contribute significantly to the change and/or development
of attitudes of the participants.

Program_Sugrgestions:

The following program suggestions have resulted from this summary of
attitude items:

A direct and concerted effort should be made to confront some of the
issues affecting education and counseling generally and these should
be included as a part of the Training Program. Such issues as:

a. Place of education in society

b. Minority education-successes and failings

19
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SECTION FOUR

Tatticipant PerceptiOns of the Failure of Minorities to Enter

the Allied Health Professions

this SeCtiOn discusses the notions which the participants had concerning
the failute Of minority individualt to enter the allied health professions.
The tetUltt from the pre-test situation suggest the ideological shadow under
Whidh the deunselors and teachers have been working iR dealing with studentS.
The Pott=test suggests a perceived enlightenment about the problem which has
teSulted-from the influence of the Training Ptogram.

t-40.-iet.t to Entry of Minorities into the Health Professions as Perceived by
=R4rItidillahtt_at the _Beginning of the Conference

fhe pattidipants were asked to draw upon their experience in werking with
ttudentt and determine their bett perceptions of the reasont why minority
indiVidualt have not been admitted into the health professions. Table 8
tuMMarqét this data. The participants were given eight choices and were also
inStrudted to indicate other barriers which were not included in the lie

By indidating a first,econd and third_most significant_barrier, it was
poSSible to rank the bartiers dhOsen by the participants. When the three
retpOnseS were weighted, the following ordering was exhibited:

Mott significant barrier: Lack of aleguate information on
thesp arpac

Second most significant
barrier:

Third most significant
barrier:

Lack of educational background

Irrational fear of scientific
disciplines



TABLE 8

RANKING OF BARRIERS INDICATED BY PARTICIPANTS AS SIGNIFICANT
TO FAILURE OF MIHORITIES TO ENTER THE HEALTH RROFESSIONS

Pre-Conference

_ _

Barrier Rank Wgt.'d
Freq.

Freq.

laok,of adequate information On
theSe areat

1 16 7

,Laok of educational background 2 7 3

leriatiow fear of scientific
diSciplines

3 6 4

InStitutional efforts to keep
theM out

4 3 1

Latk of encouragement from
teachers and counselors

4 3 3

Ladk of inner Motivation 4 3 1

Ladk 6f encouragement from home 5 2

Lack of financial support 6 1 1

2 9
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fho group, thus, seems to place Much of the probleM with the school.
It it pethaps intetesting tO note that lack of_financial suppOrt ranks low

' 6h the Iltt Of perceived barriets.

Barriers to_Entry of Minorities into the Health Ptofessions as Perceived_at
theLEffdOf_the_Itaining Program

The partitipants in the program were asked to summarize their perceptions
of the batriers which minorities face in entering the health professions at
thetiOte of the prograM. The questionnaire prOvided three fill-in responS0
iteMt WwhiCh participants wete asked tO list the first, second, and third
mOtt si,gnificant barriers which minorities face in attempting to,enter the
health Ortfessiont. These responses wete interpteted by the evaluator and
,tanked at 0 group into the data presented in Table 9. The top three responses,
WhiCk'teSulted from a weighted Calculation, were:

Most significant barrier: Lack of adequate information
on these areas

Setond most significant
barrier:

Third most significant
barrier:

Irrational fear of
scientific disciplines

Lack of enCouragement from
teachers and counselors

Ti*pattiCipants, at the close of the cOnference, placed the blame for the
failure uf mure Wisut itis tO enter the health prcfc:cions cn lac!: cf informatinn
or misconceptions about the information related to the health professions. They
perceived the problem more from the student's perspective, suggesting that the
majot atea for counselors to Concentrate ih correcting this situatiOn is the
ptetentation of correct information to students.

Three additional areas were mentioned as problem areas which were not mentioned
on the pre-test. These were:

Rank 4 Lack of self-awareness

Rank 5 Students don't like science

3 0
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TABLE 9

Ranking of Barriers Indicated by Participant& as
Significant to Failure of Minorities

To Enter the Health Professions
Post - Conference

gaeiitot

_

Rank Wgt.'d
Freq.s

Frequeney

Ladk*_adequate information on
theSe areat

trvatwal fear of scientific
diidiplines

1

2

13

7 5

Ladk 6f encouragement from 3 4 2

'feathers and counselors

StudentS feel you have to be 4 3 2

A brain in these areas

Ladk Of telf awareness 4 3 1

Ladk Of financial suppert 4 3 1

Lack of educational background 4 3 2

Studentt don't like science 5 2 1

Net willing to sacrifice time to
eeadh goal

7 1 1

23
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RAnk 6 Students were not willing to sacrifice the time required
to achieve a position in one of the health professiont

It it interesting to note that "inttitutional efforts to keep them out" was
ôt tuggetted by the partitipantt at all.

Summarland COnclusidns

ksoarman Rank order correlation coefficient was computed on the two rankings
,(preancfpott=test). This computation indicated a Spearman Rank of .548 which
truggests that it it highly unlikely that there is no correlation between the two
--tankt '(at the .05 confidence level a point of .564 was required). It does, however,
Iuggett-that the participants were in potsession of a keen awareness of where
-the prOblem,of minority participation in the health sciendes lies. Likewise, the
datamould_suggest that there was an extending of the thinking of the participantt
tuth that they identified other problems than those initially brought to the
Onferente.

led6Mffieridations:

The -folic:ming recommendations are Made as a direct result of the data reteived
fromtnit section of the report:

1. More attention needs to be paid to building upon the perceptions and
resources of the participants in detigning the experiences which the
Onference will include. A pre-test as suggested in the last section,
which would look at the knOwledge which the participant: alroady
would allow for more effective planning.

2. Having practicing professionals on a panel which actually discutses
the problems which they faced in entering the health professions would
be a useful tool in clarifying many of the problem for the participants.

3. There should be further study in the barriers to entry and implementation
of means to alleviate them.

Personal View of Evaluator

Countelors are not adequately prepared to provide the information necessary to
motivate students to enter these areas. Students are not adequately prepared by the
schools to meet the challenges of health career training. Students have been instilled
with an irrational fear of science. It should be clear that if the groups perceptions
are aceurate, then students will never get to the point where they try these careers
until the situation is cleared up back at the elementary and secondary level.

24
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SECTION FIVE

Participant Awareness of Allied Health Careers

During the clinical phase of the training program, the participants were
intrOduced,_in depth, to many of the allied health careers through presentations
Made- by health professionals and through actual participation in practical
,04eriencet. This section concerns ittelf With the awareness which the parti-
cipahtt have of the allied health areas. It explores this awareness prior to
the 'beginning of the conference and at its close.

Et.64.6fifererice Awareness

in the preconference questionnaire the participants were asked to identify
at many areas as they knew of which could be classifed as health careers. Table
tuntlatiFêt this data.

It will be noted that the majority of the subjects identified only eight (8)
careers (the number following the career represents the frequency of identification) --

phytidal therapist (7), Dietician (7) boctor (6), Nurse (6), Medical Technitian
10, Inhalation Therapist (5), Dentist (5), Dental Hygienist (5). A total
of forty,ohe (41) health careers were identified. However, most were identified
by Only one of the participants.

.As a consequence of identifying the career, the participants were also asked
to indicate whether ol uot they had sufficicnt information to counsel students
about the career. Table 10 indicates that in only two areas did the majority
of the participants feel thay they had sufficient information to aid students.
Those careers were doctor and nurse. Only in twenty (20) careers were one or more
of the participants confident in their knowledge of the career to a level wherein
they felt they could aid students. The group indicated that they lacked the
necessary information to counsel students in the remaining twenty one (21) careers
which were identified.

POst Conference Awareness

Twenty-seven (27) health careers were included as part of the Training Program.
Information was disseminated in the form of clinical sessions with a practicing
professional, handouts and prepared materials by the program developers in the
form of a manual. The participants were asked at the close of the conference to
identify the competence level at which they perceived themselves in ability to counsel
students effectively in these twenty-seven areas. Table 11 summarizes these results.

All participants indicated high to very high competence in their perception
of their abilities to counsel students. Those areas in which clinical seminars
were held appear to have solicited some what higher competance estimates from the
participants.
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TABLE 10

SUMMARY OF DATA RELATING TO PARTICIPANT AWARENESS

OF HEALTH CAREERS PRIOR TO THE BEGINNING

OF THE CONFERENCE

Health tareer Freq. of Number of Participantt
Identification who indicated_having

sufficient inforMation
to_counsel .students

phytl_dol Therapy 7 2

144triOenht/Oietitian 7 4
-Dotter_ 6_ _ _ 6
14x-se': 6. -----15---
-M00i0a1boratory Technician 6 5

Inhaiation Thera ist 5 1

Dent4t
Dental:Hygienist 5 1

XAROJedhnician 4 2

NUrSe:Aiti 3 f
4061t§ist 3 1

PharMatist _ _ 3 _2_
LAboratory Technician 3 1
Health Care Administrator 2 2

OCC1104tonal Thera Technician 2 0

Dental Laborator, Technician
Ward_Clerk
Child_Care Specialist
rsychiatrist
CYtOlogist
Audielo ist Technician
Env,iromenta1 Specialist
Marine Biologist
Physidist
Chemist
Retpitatory Technician 1 0
Pathologist 1 0
Microbiologist 1 0

Psythologist 1 0
Medical Librarian 1 0

!ediatri ci an 1 0
Podiatrist 1 0

Optometrist 1 0

Oculist 1 1

Sanitarian 1 1

Para-medical Assistant 1 0

Z1171570.- Lab, Assi stant

How ta 1 Administrator 1 0

Dietary Aid 1 1

-----T--

2

2

2

2

1

1

1

1

1

Veterinarian
Surgeon 1

1
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TABLE 11

SUMMARY OF DATA INDICATING COMPETENCE LEVEL OF
PARTICIPANTS IN COUNSELING STUDENTS AFTER

PARTICIPATION IN THE CONFERENCE

Health Career Mean No,

Resp.

EledttOentephalographic
Technician

inhalation Technidian
Inhalation Therapist

5.71

5,88
8
8

8

8

-OptpMettic Assistant
OptoMetrist
Dental_Hysenist

5,75

6.75
1,1Led1ta1 Laboratory Tech. t.75 8

Medical Technologist 6.75 8

C tOteChnologist 6.73 8

e 101 Assistant 6.57 8

Medidal Record Technician 6.25 8

Medidal Record Admin. 6.38 8

Certified TeChnician 6.00
RadiOlogic Technologist 6.50 8

Nutlear Melicine Tech.
'MctrocardiogrApiiic

6.25 8

Tech. 5.88 8

Dentitt 6.38 8

Phatmacist 6.13 8

Operating Room Technician 530
Physital Therapist 6.63 8

plysital Therapist Assist. 6.75 8

Veterinarian 5.38 8

Dietetic Technician 6.38 8

Registered Nurse 6.13 8

Licented Practical Nurse 6.13 8

Sanitarian 5.61 8

Dietttian 6.13 8

Interpolated

Mean*

ove verage Competence

Above Average Competence
Avera e Cove_tenCe

bove Average Competence
Above Average r:ompetOtê
High Competence _

High Competence
High Competence
High Competence
High Cempetence
High CoMpetence
itto CoMpetence_
High Competence
High CoMpetence
HietieteriCon

Average
Above Average Competence
Above_Average Competence
Above Average Competence
High Competence
High Competence
Above Average Competence
High Competence
High Competence
Hi

Tbrnpetence
High Competence

1.00 to 1.50 No Competence at all
1.51 to 2.5 Little or no Competence
2.51 to 3.5 Low Average Competence
3.51 to 4.5 Average Competence
4.51 to 5.5 High Average Competence
5.51 to 6.5 Above Average CoMpetence
6.51 to 7 High Competence

3 5
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keddffin)tbdations_

Oata seems to indicate that the participants in the Allied Health COunselor
Training_PrOgram possessed little usable knOwledge Of the many areas in the Allied
Health field. The conference process seemt to have been somewhat effective in
_proOding the needed information to improve the competency lévélt Of the partid-
Tantt in-COunseling students in the health areas. The following suggettiont,
howeveri,are Made to improve the inforMatiOn disseminating format and the methOd
of determining the effectivenets of the prototype in providing that inforMatien:

1. At tome tiMe prior to the_arrival Of participantt at the site of the
training program, and preferably oeiot to_the planning of the tenferende
Jadtivities, partitipantt should be identified and quettioned as to their
-batkgrounds and training. It thould be obvious, if this is done, that the
ttrengtht and weaknesses of participants can become a significant part of
the planning Of the training program.

2. It is suggested that a more direct fermat be determined fel- facilitating
the presentation of information On thote careers not covered by a clinital
Seminar. There appears to be some benefit to Making a formal prétentatiOn
about the areas, over just providing the information in a manual. One
suggested method for doing this would be preparatien of a teMinar Or series
of tudh, at which all of the clinical areas which do not have individual
teminar sessions included in the program are presented. A good filM Could
do this quite adequately.

3. Preparation,and presentation to the clinical presenters of a rather specific
and detailed outline of expectationt would remove some of the ambiguity
which was indicated by the participants (this problem is discussed in
a later section of the report.)

4. A more effective means of evaluating the content which is effectively
incorporated by the participants needs to be developed. This should be
a short term as well as a long term goal.

5. Time should be provided which is for the specific purpose of letting the
participants discuss among themselves the activities provided by the tlinicals
(as was done in the evening sessions or reinforcement activities explained in
the traning manual).

28
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SECTION SIX

Evaluation of the Presenters and Consultants

This section provides an evaluation of the presentations Aid
were made during the Counselor Training Program. Participants completed
a questionnaire concerning the effectiveness of each presenter and
pretentation. They were asked to indicate the direction and degree of
their feelings about the presentation. Secondly, a summary, subjective
eValuation was completed by each participant at the end of the conference.
Participants were asked to state positive and negative points about
each presenter and his presentation. Thirdly, the evaluation component
pf ISE made evaluations of the presenters. The overall summary is
distussed below.

tuftiMarY:

The presenter/seminar evaluation was completely subjective and
Open,ended. Subjetts were asked only to identify pOsitive and negative
pOints abOut eadh pretentation. This section interprets the stateMents
by-the participants for the purpose of program development. The majority
Of the participants were concerned about the following issues as evidenced
by their evaluative comments:

1. Quality of the Presentation. Where problems were mentioned,
the organization of the presentation tended to be a large part
of this concern.

Recommendation: It is suggested tnat a great dedi mure uilifulm;Ly
of presentation and organization of material should be required
of seminar and clinical presenters.

2. Enthusiasm of the presenters. In most instances,participants
picked-up on the level of enthusiam which presenters brought
to their tasks. Where there was lack of enthusiasm, the
presentation suffered.

Recommendation: A more careful screening should be made of
those individuals who are chosen to make presentations. This
would involve compiling a list of individuals who are proven
competent in this area or some form of direct interview or
observation of each by program presenters.

3. Time allotted for presentation and discussion.
Participants were concerned in a number of instances with the
lack of sufficient time to no into depth with the seminar tonics.

Where depth was achieved, there tended to be insufficient time
for discussion.

Recommendation: Two possibilities exist for correcting this
problem. One, the hour-and-a-half format, which was adherred to, should

be extended to two-hours-and-a-half. Two, the program's evening

sessions, dPscrihed in trainer's manual, would provide the additionaI time
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4. Mode t presentation.
Participants saw three areas in which they were concerned with
respect to the methods of presentation which were used by the
presenters. These areas were (a) insufficient use of audio-
visual aids (b) presentation of lecture too structured
(c) presenter promised additional materials but failed to
follow-through.

Recommendations: Concerns (a) and (b) could be attributed to
the time schedule of the program. COncern about promised
materials never arriving could be handled by assigning a
support person to keep note of these areas and see that the
consultants follow-through.
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TABLE 12

PARTICIPANT PERCEPTIONS OF AREAS WHEREIN THE ALLIED HEALTH TRAINING
PROGRAM COUNSELING SEMINARS AND/01 PRESENTERS WERE

EFFECTIVE

POsitive Sections of the Presentation Number of times
point was
mentioned

Percent of tottl
responses

Participant indicated that excellent material was presented
during the seminar 38 46%

Partidipant indicated that the presenter was sympathetic and
understanding to the needs of the group 2 2%

Participant perceived that the presentation was well organized 4 5%

Participant indicated that the presentation was very informative 2 2%

Partidipant indicated that the information provided was irteresting 15 18%

Participant indicated that the presenter(s) was/were personable
and enthusiastic 4 5%

Participant indicated that the presenter(s) was were good facilitators 16 20%

.
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TABLE 13

PARTICIPANT PERCEPTIONS OF AREAS WHEREIN THE ALLIED HEALTH TRAINING
PROGRAM COUNSELING SEMINARS AND/OR PRESENTERS WERE

INEFFECTIVE

Presentation Failure Number of times
failure was
mentioned

Percent of total
responses

Participant indicated no failings of the presentations 20 33%

Presenter used poor techniques: Read too much, lectured, filled to
give feed back, failed to send promised materials. 7 11%

Presenter not well organized: Objectives not clear, materills inadequate 13 25%

Presenter not willing to accept ideas of participants 15 26%

Presenter outlook unrealistic: inconsistency between word Ind action 6 10%
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TABLE 14

PARTICIPANT PERCEPTIONS OF AREAS WHEREIN THE ALLIED HEALTH TRAINING
PROGRAM CLINICAL SECTIONS AND/OR PRESENTERS WERE

EFFECTIVE

Positive aspects of the presentation Number of times
point was
mentioned

Percent of total
responses

Participant indicated that excellent material was presented
during the clinical 49 47%

Participant indicated that the presenter was sympathetic aid
understanding to the needs of the group 2 2%

'PaTticipant perceived that the presentation was well organized 22 - 21%

Parl cipant indicated that the presentation was very infornative 4 4%

Participant indicated that the information provided was interesting 1 1%

Participant indicated that the presenter was very personable
and enthusiastic 25 24%

Participant indicated that the presenter was a good facilitator 2 2%

,
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TABLE 15

PARTICIPANT PERCEPTIONS OF AREAS WHEREIN THE ALLIED HEALTH TRAINING
PROGRAM CLINICAL SECTIONS AND/OR rIESENTERS WERE

INEFFECTIVE

Presentation Failure Number of times
failure was
mentioned

Percent of total

responses

Participant indicated no failings of the presentation 32 64%

Presenter used poor techniques: read too much, lectured, failed to
give feed back, failed to send promised materials. 6 12%

Presenter not well organized: objectives not clear, materials inadequate 11 22%

Presenter not willing to accept ideas of participants 1 2%

Presenter outlook unrealistic: inconsistency between word and action 1 2%
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Participant Over-All Conference Evaulation

The Training Program participants completed seven questionnaire
items at the end of the program which asked them to give a general
evaluation of the different aspects of the program. Table 16 depicts these
responses. The data suggests that all asp'ects of the Training Program
were well received by the participants.

TABLE 16

SUMMARY OF OVER-ALL CONFERENCE EVALUATION
ITEMS

Item Mean Interpolated

Mean

1. The seminar topics were 5.88 Slightly relevant

2. The seminar presenters were 5.86 Slightly relevant

3. The confprpnre wac 5.71 Slightly well

organized

4. The conference setting was 6.71 Excellent

5. The materials passed out were 6.71 Very relevant

6. The ISE staff was 6.57 Very helpful

7. My accommodations were 5.57 Good

3 5
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SECTION SEVEN

Participant Perceptions of the Minority Recruitment Problem

This section contains data relevant to perceptions which the partici-
pants had at the beginning of the conference concerning the failure of
minorities to enter the health professions. It is included here as a separate

section for two reasons. One, it is a candid perception, in their own lang-
uage, by each of the participants of their evaluation of the problem prior
to the beginning of the training process. It, thus, expresses the depth
of thought which the participants had been involved in and the mechanisms
they had called upon in their counseling when confronted with the issues
in their jobs. Inherent, also, is a level of expertise and evaluative skill
which each possessed. The participants were asked to respond to two free
response questions in any way which they desired. Each question and actual
(unedited) response of the subjects are included below.

In as many words as you feel are necessary, define the problem.

Reply #775-4164 The problem is that there is a lack of information and
awareness a counselor to intelligently help students to
make wise decisions in areas of health careers.

Reply #1729

Reply #1547

Reply #7777

Reply #2575

Reply #2210

The problem is that according to the total population of
minorities, a very small number of them are entering
the health fields.

The problem is one of changing attitudes about who should
cotr 'vaicius healtll professns and thc lcv:1 cf difficulty
of course requirements (in high school and college.)

Most of the students entering Med. Technology (one example)
have no idea what a medical technologist is or what the
requirements are to complete this curriculum. They have
seen people working in a laboratory and think this is
impressive. But all students want to avoid math, biology,
and chemistry the first year of college.

1. Poor self-concepts among Black students
2. lack of information regarding careers, higher educational

opportunities and financial resources.
3. Minorities experience poor eaucational experiences; are

not exposed to a variety of extra-curricular activities which

lend support to academic experiences, etc.
4. There are no planned programs for recruiting students into

the health professions.
5. The lack of knowleucje dbout health careers, city counsc:lors

and the lack of ti;-0 to work adequately with minorities.

The problem is minorities are not adequately represented in
Allied Health fields. There is a need for them in health
careers as well as service to their people.

4 8
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Reply #32427

Conclusions:

There is a need for more individuals to enter Allied Health
Careers. Despite the need for more trained personnel, fewer
BlzvAs are entering.

The participants in the Training Program tended to identify the problem
of minority entry into the health fields as one of lack of information by
students about the fields and the failure of teachers and counselors to
be knowledgeable in providing this needed information. There is an obvious
recognition of the need for improving the numbers of minorities in these
areas, however, for the most part no new insights can be gained from the
defining of the problem by the participants at the beginning of the conference.

It is the intent of the evaluator to use the responses of the participants
in evaluating their behaviors at a time in the future. At that time each
participant will be asked to identify the problem again. Comparisons will
then be made between the two sets of responses for the purpose of determin-
ing growth, or any new thinking which the participants have acquired over
a longer period of time.

Provide what you see as a solution to the problem (Actually organize a
program for solving the problem)

Reply #775-4164 Orientation of counselors, administrators and teachers of
all the needs, opportunities and financial aid for black
Ftudpnts in hP!alth fields.

This should be started (with the students) at the elementary
level.

Reply #1729 The solution to the problem may be:

1. In Junior Nigh school, specifically the eighth grade when
the 15 career clusters are presented, make a special effort
for health careers such as:

a. Movies - Health Council has some good ones.
b. Speakers - Those from whom students can use as a model.
c.. Emphasize the educational goals necessary to enter a

health career, specifically, science and math.

24 After presenting the information to the whole group--divide
the groups into interest areas and go into it in more depth.

a. Field trips to local hospitals.

b. Research in the library during class time.
c. Encourage students to talk to people working in that field.

In the tenth grade the snre process as the eighth grade
should be repeated to pick up those youngsters who are not
sure. To enhance and make clear the goals of those students

4 9
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Reply #1547

who are committed to a career in the health field.

Also in the ninth grade a good tutoring system should be

initiated to help those students over the first six to
eight weeks in algebra and biology.

Also, I feel in-service training for science teachers is
needed. I don't feel 'their subjects are as hard as they
make them to be. At least I have not found it to be so.

We need to provide workshops and group sessions dealing
with our concepts, attitudes, and myths about black children.
We need to address counselors to the various careers available
in specific areas and the requirements, duties, expectations
of these spedfic career areas. We also need to do some
on-the-job observations for the purpose of determining
what is expected in the world of work, be it health related
or industrial.

Reply #7777 Make students aware of the rigid self discipline and study
habits they have to acquire during high school so that when
they arrive on the college campus they are ready to
achieve the high scholastic standings required to satisfact-
orily complete the programs. Many students are capable
of achieving a higher scholastic average but many fail to
pursue them until they are Jrs., or Srs. in college.
Many students have told me, "If I would have realized I could
nnt enter Med. Tech., with a "C" average, I would have
stayed up a few nights and studied":

Reply #2575 Due to time I will briefly suggest an outline of a program
for solving the problem:

1. The following elements should be considered for any program
developed to recruit minorities into the health professions:

a. An indepth conceptualization of the Black experience
and how it relates to career development for minorities.

b. A comprehensive program that begins at the elementary
level and is expanded through junior and senior high
and includes the college level.

c. The development of various media-written and audio/
visual to provide concrete information to students
concerning specific careers, dovolopmfnt of self-
awareness, and areas related to general career develop-
ment.

d. A diverse program consisting of individual counseling;
group discussions; field trips; interviews; various
audio/visual displays; media; speakers; and instruments
for developing self-awareness.
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Reply #2210

Reply #2427

e. A program that includes consistent and adequate
counseling throughout a stuOnt's educational experiences,

,
f. Though one may develop an e4.cellem, counseling program,

the curricular should be supportive of goals.
Minorities are often limited by a poor curriculum or in-
sensitive teachers.

In order to solve this problem minorities must be en-
couraged, to an acceptable degree, to enter Allied Health
fields.

1. Administrators should be made aware of the problem
as well as the means for solving it.

2. Design a program to familiarize teachers, whose subject
matter is directly related to health professions, with
the requirements and responsibilities of these pro-
fessions.

3. Counselors should have a "working" knowledge of the
responsibilities of various health professions.

An awareness conference on the various occupations in
Allied Health for administrators, counselors, teachers,
and students.

Small group counseling of students with an interest in
Allied Health.

Individual counseling for students to elect courses that
will prepare them in an Allied Health Career.

Mini-course for Introduction to Allied Health Careers.
Grouping of these students.

Conclusions:

The solutions which the participants provided to solving the problem
of mtnority participation in the health sciences tended to emphasize the
need for getting proper infomItion into thP hands of students, counselors,
teachers and administrators. The responses discussed here perhaps give
the best estimate of the expectations of the participants of the conference.
It would appear that these expectations and those of the conference organizers
are congruent.
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SECTION EIGHT

Points to be Stressed (Evaluator's View)

This section pulls together the many suggestions which were made by
the evaluation team as a result of examination of the three questionnaires
and personal observation (by one evaluator) of the training process.

The general consensus of the evaluation team is that the process has
great merit for accomplishing the goals which were set. The following sug-
gestions are offered:

1. Clear and concise objectives need to be stated for each of the
seminars and presentations such that there is no confusion with
respect to the consultant understanding his/her task. Some form
of contract system needs to be established by which the program
states its objectives and sends them to the consultant. The con-

sultant, in detail, then states his objectives and the mode of
accomplishing them, signs the contract and returns it. These
should then be carefully scrutinized by the program developers
for match with established objectives.

2. Emphasis should be placed on developing skills in dealing with
specific minority problems. Facing up to the fact that minoriXy
implies black, spanish speaking or any other specific minority
can directly alleviate this problem.

3. More time should be spent on developing specific counseling
techniques. The diversity of backgrounds warrants this conclusion.
Some form of pretest would give an indication of the depth with
which counseling skills should be dealt.

4. A means should be available to incorporate the pretest findings,
profile information, and other feedback from the participants
into the selection and structure of seminars and presentations.

5. By effectively using tours of various health facilities, more
careers could be introduced.

6. The training process should include opportunities for discussion
of the techniques and information presented in the sessions.
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THREE MONTH FOLLOW-UP OF PARTICIPANTS IN THE ALLIED HEALTH
TRAINING PROGRAM

INTRODUCTION

Approximately three months after completion of the Allied Health
Teacher-Counselor Training Program, the eight participants in the program
were sent a follow-up questionnaire. There were several specific objectives
for gathering this information:

1. The training program was a prototype. It was designed to serve
as a model for other similar programs. Thus, prior to further
implementation, the designees wished to determine any long term

effects which it had on the participants.

2. The participants were encouraged, during the training program, to
design a program for implementation in their own home settings.
The follow-up was thus, designed to determine the involvement of
the participants in implementation of their programs.

3. Supervisors, administrators and teachers were to be a part of the
participants'designed program. The follow-up attempted to determine
the attitudes, perceptions, and suggestions which these individuals
had.

DESCRIPTION OF THE DATA GATHERING INSTRUMENT

The participants were mailed a questionnaire which solicited subjective
judgements concerning the experiences which they had in the Training Prugiom.
Fifteen specific items sought responses related to these perceptions.
This follow-up evaluation is discussed using these fifteen items as major
headings. Seven participants returned the questionnaire at the time of
compilation ,)f the report.

DESCRIPTION OF RESULTS

Q. "What aspects of the January Training Program have you found to be
most useful?"

Typical responses included the following:

- Being exposed to the various health fields.
- Being able to experience the actual setting wherein health

professionals work.
- Being able to talk with and exchange ideas with individuals like
myself from othf,r school systems.

- Being given the means for gathering information about health

professions.
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Conclusions:

The participants suggest that the experi ices they gained during
the clinical sessions of the program were mos_ useful to them in their
jobsTMienieariingfulness of actually being able to touch, see and experience
are emphasized by each of them.

Q. "What specific problems did you run into in implementing your
program?"

Only one participant indicated difficulties related to her attempts to
implement a program in her school. Her responses are, thus, not typical,
However they do offer insight which is relevent to the objectives of
the program. Her perceived problems were:

- A resistance by the other teachers and administrators to average
students entering higher mathematic and science courses.

- Disbelief by teachers that minority students do not have the same
opportunities to enter any field just as do their white counter-
parts.

- Disbelief by counselors that they have a tendency to counsel minorities
out of science and math courses.



Conclusions:

The majority of the participants could not identify problems related
to implementing their programs. They, as later responses indicate, instead
had no major problems in implementation.

Q. "What is the extent of implementation of your program?"

- One (1) participant indicated that she was using the program in
her counseling only;

- Four (4) indicated that they had shared the information with other
teachers and counselors in their schools and they were using it as well;

- Two (2) had an organized program which was in operation;
- Two (2) indicated that the program was in the planning phase for

system wide implementation;
One (1) indicated that the program was, at the time of the follow-up,
in operation on a system wide basis;

- One (1) indicated that planning was now in progress for a training
program involving teachers and counselors.

Conclusions:

All of the participants indicated some degree of implementation of
the program in their own schools or school systems. It appears that they
have made efforts to share the information with others and to make maximum
use of the training which they received.

Q. "Mat positive and/or negative comments have you received from your
immediate supervisor (s) about the program or its implementation?"

Typical responses included the following:

-"My immediate supervisor feels the program is good and has asked all
counselors (city wide) to become involved in this type of effort."

-"My supervisor feels that a pilot program using the materials I
have should be started immediately."

-"My supervisors have been very receptive to the program."

Conclusions:

It appears as though some of the immediate supervisors were counselors theseI\e
They were perceived by the participants as sympathetic to the progrom and

enthusiastic about implementation. For the most Part, supervisors have
accepted the program as being a very high quality, and seem pleased that the
participants were able to be involved.
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Q. "What comments have your administrators made about the program or
its implementation?" (positive and negative)

Typical comments:

-"about half the administrators think the program is good;"
-"Administrator was pleased with the meaningfulness and quality of

the program and materials;"
-"Administrators have been interested in the progress of the program;"
-"Administrators have provided funds to take students on field trips."

Conclusions:

Most comments from administrators appear to have been positive.
One participant, however, indicated receiving less than complete coopera-
tion from the administration. She suggested that many of the concerns

which they (the administration) had were related to the lack of minority
orientation and awareness in the school.

Q. "What specific changes would you suggest in the training Rroaaa
to improve its effectiveness?h

Typical suggestions were:

-"Provide a source book which lists the colleges in each state where the
Allied Health programs are offered."

-"Provide a booklet which explains the how and where of financial
aid application."

-"Limit the amount of time spent in certain aspects of the program
so that more time can be spent in the clinical sessions."

-"Schedule less counseling sessions or improve the quality of present-
ations."

-"Spend more time on the practicum."
-"Avoid use of 'ready made' visual aids; produce relevant and current
materials related specifically to the objectives of the program."

-"Provide a session on visual aids geared to participants'needs."
-"Shorten the length of time (four weeks was too long)."

Conclusions:

Participants were willing to exclude other aspects of the program in
favor of the ciihical and pl.act_icum scctions. Other suggestions related to
content and methcdology arc accepted without interpretation.

"How do you perceive your program in the future?"

- One (1) participant indicated that her program needed a great deal of
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modification but that she will try to implement it in the future.
- One (1) participant suggested that her program has been.partially
effective and that she will continue to use it in the future.

- One (1) participant indicated that she is very seisfied with the
program and looks forward to using it in the future.

- Three (3) participants indicated that their programs have been
overwhelmingly effective and that they will be expanding in the
future.

Conclusions:

All respondents indicated some positive perception of the programs,
which they had set up, as a future endeavor. Over half were overwhelmingly
enthusiastic about their programs.

0. "What has been the reaction of the students you have worked with
using the materials and techniques picked up from the Training Program?"

Conclusions:

All participants indicated that moderate to dreat numbers of students
had made use of the materials and techniques which were picked up at the
Training Program.

Q. "How competent do you feel to counsel students when they have
problems or questions in the Allied Health area?"

Five (5) of the participants indicated that they felt very competent
in counseling students who had problems or questions in the Allied Health
area; one (1) indicated that he felt totally competent.

Conclusions:

Participants seem to feel that they have achieved a level of expertise
such that they are not afraid to attack problems in this area. As suggested
in other sections of this report they feel that certain other materials would
be helpful, however, this has not limited their feelings of competence in
working with students.

"What specific questions have you felt inadequate to answer?"

- One (1) participant was concerned that he did not feel cmpetent to
answer questions ,f-oir students relatcd to applying for and receiving

financial aid for attending an Allied Health school.
- The remaining five (5) participnnts could not think of questions with
which they were not able to deal,
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Conclusions:

Participant competence level appears to be sufficiently high that
even if they do not have answers, they do know where to go to find.them.

Q. "What materials would you like to see produced which would be help-
ful to you in your counseling of students in the Allied Health arcas?"

Typical responses:

- One source book with detailed information about all the Allied
Health Careers.

- Up-to-date and appropriate visual aids about the Allied Health areas.

Q. "How have other faculty members in your setting become involved in
the program you have established?"

Responses incluz!cd the fi.:11inel:

- I am in the process of setting up math and science laboratories
to give remedial work in those areas;

- The librarian has offered to help run a tutorial program by pro-
viding space and supervision in the library for tutoring;

- The principal is very involved in the process of developing the
tutorial program;

- Teachers have encouraged some students to seek the kind of information

which I have;

- Biology teacher is doing a unit on health careers using my materials;

- English teachers are assisting students in writing for more in-

formation on health careers;
- Teachers have encouraged students to take science courses

earlier to prepare for health careers;
- The librarian has set up a health careers corner using my materials;

- Teachers are co-sponsoring an Allied Health Science Club;

- Other counselors have given recommendations and suggestions for

advdncing the program.

Conclusions:

The interest of other faculty members in the Allied Health Program
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seems to be very high in most schools. Five of the participants indicated
varying degrees of faculty interest in the program. All but one (1)
participant indicated an on-going involvement by other faculty members.

There is a very noticeable tendency for auxiliary programs to develop as
a result of the participants sharing information with other teachers and
counselors.

Q. "What community resources have you made use of in relation to your
implementation of the program?"

- Brought in health career people to talk with students in a career
activity;

- Made contacts with hospitals and health facilities in the area to
determine health resources;

- Contacted volunteer health agency for placement of one of my students
as a volunteer for this summer.

Q. "In general how do you feel about the clinical experience which you
had'in the Training Program?"

The following responses were reported by the six of the participants who
completed the follow-up questionnaire:

-"This part of the (Training Program) was excellent. There is not one
from which I did not learn a great deal;"

-"Most of then were very informative and well.organized;"
-"The clinicals provided (an) opportunity to see and related what was

learned (during the Training Program.) The presentations and inter-
action.,in most (cases) were helpful. Information shared and materials

.,.

provided have been useful in my programs here in .

-"The clinicals furnished me with the information I needed to discuss
Allied Health Careers with students in the classroom and on an individual
basis. I feel a very thorough coverage was made (of the material), and
it has been very useful in motivating and counseling students:"

-"Valuable for counselors or high school science teachers;"
-"I feel that the clinical sections were valuable in every way."

Concltisions:

The participants aro very positive about th;2 clinical experience which
they had during the Training Program. They felt that this section was best
organized and presented of any of the najor parts of the program.
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Q. "In general, how do you feel about the counseling seminars in which
you participated during the training program?"

The participants indicated the following responses:

- Overall (the seminars were) very good. (Specifically), the career
development (presentation was) excellent. Awareness of what one

should get from the seminar and to whom the information was to be
disseminated was good; it would have been excellent had (the pre-
sentation) been in more depths The (presentation) on how to deliver
information did not take into consideration individual personalities
nor specific settings. I have found the (section) on politicking
(to be) valuable. I have found the pessimistic outlook of the
speaker (who presented the topic) on the quality of students who
come out of our educational institutions to be racist. The counsel-

ing of the students from the local area was good in that it made
the negative image which the counselor and science teachers (have,
real for me.). The information on cutbacks in counseling funding
was enlightening. The section on interpretation of standardized
tests for black students was good.

- Some were pood to very good but some were confusing and dis-
couraging.

- The career-interest questionnaire has been used with some modifications.
Certain other specific materials have been put to use.

- The counseling seminars provided me with additional techniques that
have been helpful in stimulating student interest in Allied Health
Careers.

- (The conhce1in9) was helnful in that it made me realize what students
expect from counselors and science teachers.

- The seminars were informative and have aided (me) tremendously with
advising students (who have indicated an) interest in Allied Health.
I feel that the counseling seminars aided the performance of the
participants in the practicums. At the beginning of the training
program I saw no need for them, but when (preparing) for the practicum,
I understood how necessary they were.

Conclusions:

The participants were seemingly better able to appreciate the counseling
seminars in retrospect. There were specific sections which tended to appeal
to each of them, They indicate the applicability of much of what they learned
to their jobs.

Q. "In general how do you feel about the practicum section of the
1'rainiip2 Prorjrc,n?"

The participants indicated the followif responses:

- It would have becn beneficial to have had the participants go through
their (practicuw) prent.tiunr, with r:-;11 other :,rForp nreseht.ino thew

to the (students). Also, it would have been helpful had we been given
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a specific core of information to present after discussing it with
each other. I found the vidoo-tape_iof the oracticum sessions) very
useful in helpinn re to r(zalile the wily mistole_S I. made.

- The acceptance and interest in the Allied Health Program in our
school by students, teachers and administrators is a (direct) result
of the practicum experience. I don't feel I could have stimulated
this degree of interest (had I not undergone) this special training.

- (I feel that the practicum was helpful) in every way.
had no idea of the amount of information I received during the

Training Program until I began preparing for the practicum. It was
very (helpful in) building confidence. I think it should be retained
as an integral part of the training program. I propose (a practicum)
at the college level and one at a lower orade level.

- The practicum with the use of video-tape was a beautiful idea.
The evaluation session helped me to use something from all of the
presentations in my program.

Conclusions:

The participants saw the practicum as a vehicle for pulling together
all that they had learned during the training. They tend to admit that
the practicum produced some tension in them, in that they were forced to call
upon their experiences during the training end put them to work in a real
setting.

General Summarv

With the resoonse of the participants the evaluator was able to
formulate the 'ollowing program conclusions and suggestions.

1. The participants felt that a greater emphasis should be placed on the
clinical sessions in organizing future training programs.

The point is well taken. More and better organized clinical
sessions should become a part of the training. However, the evaluator

feels that this should not be done at the expense of or by diminishing
the counseling sections, as many participants suggested.

2. The participants were in agreement over the merits of the practicum
section of the training.

It is suggested that this section should be greatly expanded. The
major emphasis ot the practicum came during the latter weeks of the
program. Attention should be paid to providing more practicum
experiences throurjhout trzjning.
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3. The participants felt that the counseling sections were not
adequately prepared or presented.

There were a large number of significant but unrelated materials
which were required to meet the objectives of the program.
To alleviate this problem in the future, participants should
be given a clear view of how each section is related to its
parts and to the other sections as will. Some form of summary
session at the end of each day should be instituted.

4. Participants were concerned about developments of a single source
book which contained information about the Allied Health Careers,
e.g. financial aid, colleges offering programs, media presentations,
written materials, etc.

Such a source book was developed (trainee's reference guide).

5. Most participants were seemingly at a high motivational level with
respect to their interest in implementing the programs in their
home institutions.

It is suggested that the program organizers keep contact with
participants, providing materials and encouragement, until such
time as programs are well established. Failure to do so may
result in a decline of interest and enthusiasm.

At least one participant seems to be well along in setting
up a very viable program. Information on this individual's
program should be shared with the other participants. Perhaps

an on-site visit by the other participants would be an
annrnnriatP morhPnism fer ?ccempliching thit.

6. The effectiveness of many of the participants' programs seen to
rest in their ability to get others in their settings involved.

Some form of strategy should be developed for helping participants
to get teachers, counselors and administrators involved in the
program. Specific suggestions or "game plans" should be
designed which can be suggested to the participants in accomplish-
ing this task. This was done as part of the training activity.
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On-Si te Eval uati ons

To evaluate the trainees' utilization of the assisting skills and
information presented in the workshop, cn-site visits to the participating
institutions vRre made. Some factors looked at during the visits were:
past, on-going, and planned activities; administration support or constraints;
evaluation by imediate supervisors; student reaction; faculty involvement
and reaction; self-evaluation.

Institutions participating in the site visits:
East High School
Cleveland, Ohio

South High School
Clevel and, Ohio

Clark College
Atlanta, Georgia

George W. Carver Senior High School
New Orleans, Louisiana

Booker T . Washi ngton Seni or Hi gh School
New Orleans, Loui siana

Scotlandville Senior High School
Baton Rouge, LouisianA

Southern Uni versity
New Orleans, Louisiana

Tennessee State University
Nashvi 1 le , Tennessee

Activities of the trainee:

presentations to various groups, e.g. teachers, counselors,
col:Triunity groups, students, etc.

_ establishment of Allied Health Careers Information Centers -
several centers are located in school libraries

.. establi shment of Health Careers Clubs
field trips to health facilities
discussions among students and health professionals
arranging volunto,-.:r sui-/i cos by stu:nts in health foci li ties
film and slide presentations
initiation of preliminary arranorents for establishment of
tutorial services
college-affiliated trainees engaged in recruithlent activities
for their health profession progrw,ls.
identified and contacted community agencies that could provide
support and assistance to the trainees' effort, e.g. cooperation
with state hospital associations , acti viti es in conjunction
with Del ta Si gma Theta Sorori ty
coordination of activities ,/ith health-related nrogrwns or ,
organizations already existing ih the school, e.g., meetings
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with the Science Club, Home Economics Club, etc.; forming
an alliance with the pratical nursing program
participation in Career Week as presenter for Allied
Health Careers

Administration Support or Constraints

Most school administrations were supportive of the activities.
Some provided direct input in several of the activities and encouraged
further activities. Only two (2) principals appeared to be less than
positive toward the efforts made by the trainees. Their concern was
that the activities in allied health counseling may detract from the
trainees' regular duties or functions.

Some activities that the trainees had planned to initiate were not
in effect because school board approval was viewed as necessary,
e.g. establishment of a course entitled "Introduction to Health Careers".

Student Reaction

The students interviewed seemed to be impressed with the presentations
and activities of the trainees. One group of students remarked about
their teacher's enthusiasm upon returning from the workshop. Several

students in most schools participated in the allied health counseling
after-school activities. In two health clubs the students inquired

about and sought positions as volunteers in local health facilities.
In one high school more students than anticipated enrolled in the club:
therefore, the students attended field trips and other outside activities
on a rotating basis.

Faculty Involvement and Reaction

The majority of the trainees gave presentations to their faculty
upon returning from the training program. Teachers and counselors
expressed surprise and concern about the low number of minorities
in the allied health professions. Many were supportive of the effort
to increase minority enrollment in science and mathematics classes, but
a few teachers, especially in science and mathematics, expressed a concern
about lowering their standards and level of work when such students were
admitted to more advanced classes. These same teachers in Cleveland
disagreed with the need for tutorial services. They felt that this was
a function of the student council only.

In most instances, the faculty was supportive and aided in the
establishment and development of many activities. Two examples: one

teacher, registered as a redical technologist, talked to the health club;
one teacher's husband, a hospital administrator, arranged a tour of the
facility for the health club.

Overall the trainees did a good job in implementing the skills
and theories presented in the training program. As in most programs,
there was one instance where the efforts were less than what was expected.
And of course there was one or two excellent examples where the student-
trainee-faculty-administration interaction was ideal. Southern University,
New Orleans submitted a proposal dealing with allied health education

in the New Orleans school system, with ulphasis on Gorge W. Carver
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and Booker T. Washington High schools. Tennessee State University
also submitted a proposal concerning allied health eciucation. The
trainee from one Cleveland school is working with the allied health
education section of the school's new career educatic-I program, Booker
T. Washington, New Orleans and Scotlandville, Baton .ne have ex-

tensive activities planned for health career clubs. 'Ihe trainee at

Clark College has traveled to several states recruiting for alli health

training programs at Clark. The program at George W. Carver, I, . Orleans
has had a slow start, but working with members of the school board
has, led to improvenents. One trainee in Cleveland has had several
sesflons with faculty and administration on the need for minority
enrollment in the sciences and mathematics.
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1

An Explanation

You are about to begin an experimental program from which will
evolve an innovative program for aiding in the career development
of minorities. In order that we be able to indicate the process and
its effectiveness, it is necessary that you complete a questionnaire.
It requires that you be as honest, thorough and frank as possible.

Directions

On the page following this sheet there is a place for you to indicate
a code. This is for reference ourposes only. We are not interested
in knowing your individual responses to the questionnaire. PLEASE

CHOOSE ANY FOUR DIGIT CODE WHICH YOU WOULD LIKE, AU PLACE IT IN THE

BLANK. Be sure to make a note OT tnat code number 't.wWilttrc. YOU

will be asked to use it again during the conference.

Please complete each section before going on to the next, and do not
change a response once you have gone on to another section. The

questionnaire MUST be completed prior to the beginning of the first
session Monday morning (January 6).

6 8
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Thank you,

ISE Evaluation Staff
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CODE

PLEASE COMPLETE THE ITEMS BELOW BY CHECKING THE ALTERNATIVE WHICH

APPLIES TO YOU:

1. What is your present job? Teacher Counselor Other

2. In what setting do you work?

Secondary College or Other

School University (Specify)

3. What was your college major?

4. If teacher, what subject?

5. If counselor, what is your responsibility

6. Sex: Hale Female

7. Number of years in present position

57
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FOLLOUING ARE FOUR STATC1ENIS r,Y FOUR FICTTTIOUS YOUNG PEOPLE, PLEASE
READ 1HMJGH EACH -11,TEME'IT CAEFULLY E WICKLY. ASSUVE THAI THE IN-
DIVIDUAL HAS mADE IdE STATMLNF TO YOU, 71FN, FRDM ANY FRAME OF REFERECE
YOU CHOOSE, INDIITF HCTJ col":c7! OP ADVI',": STtIlTa, BF

VERY srujr1I, iIICTENTrasi A CO:IPLFTE HOCLI)Wr. 'MICH

CONCLIVMLY USE UDE YOU ACTUALLY FACM UITA THE ITJJ5LLO.

Statement by a sixteen year old male:

"The thing that is most difficult for me to understand, and the scaries,,,
too, is that I ru.11y don't know what to do yith my lite. I I:now what

people expect mc to do. They iant me to become a teacher like dad. I

really don't have any objection to teaching. It just seems like there_
ought to be more for me. Me, I really rant to think I have a little
bit more to contrOute. I'm cloing to collene, but this is the most
frightened I've ever been. I'm scared that I still won't know what to
do after I've wasted two years and all th:lt money. College is just too
expensive to waste time on."

5 8



Statement of an eighth grade Black female:

"I really haven't thought ve- much about what I'll do for a career.
I've got plenty of time to dv that. I've heard most colleges don't
really care if you have a major when you get there as a freshman. I'll

probably go into Dentistry or Nursing or something like that. Those
are decisions I can make much later. The immediate problem is to map
out my courses in high school for the next four years. I want to take
a language, and some music, for sure. I only want to take the minimum
amount of math and science required to graduate from high school. I've

heard you can pick up all those hard courses in your first year of
college."
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Statement of a Black college junior:

"Well, you see, here's my problem. I've got one more year to go in
school. I'll graduate with a 3,5 accum' and a major in microbiology.
I've applied to medical school and have not been accepted, li I can't

get into medical school, then I've wasted three years of my life.

it
t ,rz
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Statement b Y a Black college freshman,

"When I decided to yo to college, I was so sure that I know what I

wanted to do. I even declared a major in chemistry during my first

quarter,. I haven't done that badly. In fact, you might as well

I've done quite well. For that matter, I've always done well in science

and math. The problem i5 that if I do decided to get a degree in nne ef

them, I don't know what I'll do with it when I finally do graduate. I

used to think I might go into medicine or dentistry, hut the older I

get the further off that possibility gets. It would be great to he

able to go to mcdical school. I just don't think I can wait ten or

twelve years to start earning a living. Any ray, I really don't know thdt

much about either one of them. Maybe I'll go to law school or something,"

ri 3
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COMPLETE THE FOLLMING ITEMS BY INDICATING THE DIRFCTION AND DEGREE
OF YOUR FEELINGS ABOUT THEM. CIRCLE THE NUMBER WHICi; BEST EXPRESSES
YOUR FEELINGS.

1. There is not very much that a teacher can do to motivate students
to enter one profession over another.

strongly strongly
disagree 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 agree

2. I expect ISE to tell me specifically how I can recruit minorities
into the health professions as the major outcome of this conference.

strongly strongly
disagree 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 agree

3. I have some very definite ideas about how minorities should bp
recruited into the health professions.

strongly strongly
disagree 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 agree

4. The failure of minorities to attempt to enter the health profes-
sions is primarily related to a fear of failure.

strongly strongly
disagree 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 agree

5. There is very little which can be done to chancle the psychological
set which minorities have regarding the difficulties of entering

the health proFessions.

strongly strongly

disagree 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 agree

, 6. Using the mechanism of group interaction is an extremely effective
way of counseling students about entry into the health professions.

strongly strongly

disagree 3
,.,

4 1 0 1 2 3 aver'
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7. Making books, pamphlets and other written materials available to
students about the health professions has been a very effective
way of informing students about different occupations:

strongly strongly
disagree 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 agree

8. At present I have a wealth of current knowledge about the many
different health professions.

strongly strongly
disagree 3 2 1 0 1

n
4. 3 agree

9. I have a good working knowledge of group processes.

strongly strongly

disagree 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 agree

10. The career development of minorities is essentially the same as
that for the population as a whole.

ef,noqiv

disagree
strongly

3 2 1 0 1 2 3 agree

11. Given the opportupity, I would feel perfectly comfortable conducting
a group ekperience with a group of students.

strongly strongly
disagree 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 agree

12. I am aware of what most career development specialist have to say
about career decision making.

strongly strongly
disagree 3 2 1 0 I 2 3 agree

13. I an aware of thc hicjh '..c:,1 rc-c;:lir,.-iits nece'Isnry for entry

into r,ost of tho health profesierc

sArongly strongly

disagree 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 agree

.f):3
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14. 1 experienced many of the frustrations of making a decision about a
career wnich most young adults today are experiencing.

strongly strongly
disagree 3 2 1 0 1, 2 3 agree

15. Young people today need counseling in social and psychological areas
more so than in academic areas,

strongly strongly
disagree 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 agree

16. I am very happy with my own career choice,

strongly strongly
disagree 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 agree

17. Most counseling of students, as it is now performed, is a waste of
time when it comes to helping them to make decisions about a career,

strongly strongly
disagree 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 agree

18. Elementary and secondary education for minorities needs to get back to
a strict attention to the three R's and away from attempting to meet
personal needs of students,

strongly strongly
disagree 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 agree

19. If I can develop a detailed program for counseling and recruiting
minorities in the health areas, I am confident that I would get
backing from my superiors in setting it up at my home institution,

strongly strongly
disagree 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 agree

20. I feel th.-1;, this four ,,:(31: pry.c.11 yill Le v;.ry ITn-fic;z1 in oivinn

me skills in helping students to r?t'(-: carecT dncisiors,

strongly strongly

disagree 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 agree

WI
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IDENTIFY AS MANY AREAS AS YOU CAN WHICH FIT UNDLR THE HEADING
HEALTH pROFESSIONS. PLACE A CHECK IN THE BOX TO THE LEFT OF THOSE
WHICH YOU FEEL YOU HAVE SUIFICIENT INFORMATION ON WHICH TO COUNSEL
STUDENTS.

2.

3.

4.

5,

6.

7,

8.

9,

1(1
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BELOW ARE LISTED SOME POSSICLE BADRIERS WHICH PREVENT MINDRITIES nom
ENTERING THE HEALTH DEGFESSIONS. PEPD THROUGH THE LIST AND CITCK THE THREE
WHICH YOU THIHK HAVE TME 'OST INELMCE ON ni:;9MTIFS HOT ENTEDING THE
HEALTH PROFESSIONS. ONCL-YOU HAVL CHOSEN fc''.;E DECIDE:Li-MICH ONE IS MOST

INFI UENTIAL AND PLACE IHE W,MDER ONE (1), 111_3)'-fhT THE ITLM, THE NUMER IWO (21

EISTDE TIT-SECOND ncsl It:FLUENTIA-72 THE nr)E0, THREE BESIDE THE ITiIRD.

IF YOU KNOW OF OTHER BURIERS ADD THEM UNDER OTHERS AND RANK THEM JUST
AS ABOVE.

Minorities do not enter the health professions because of:

1. Irrational fear of scientific disciplines

2. Lack of educational background

3. Lack of adequate information on these areas

4. Lack of financial support

5. Institutional efforts to keep them out

6. Lack of encouraguiient from home

7. Lack of encouragment from teachers and counselors

8. Lack of inner motivation

9. Other (specify)

10. Other (specify)

11. Other (specify)

8
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THIS CONFERENCE IS DESIGNED 10 PROVIDE YOU WITH INFORMATION MICH
WILL HELP YOU IN FORMUIr,TING SOME lUEAS ABOUT IHE PROBLPI OF RECRUIT-

ING, ADVISINq OR COUNSLLING MINORITIES INTO 1HE HEALTH HOFESSIONS.
BEFORE ENTERING THE CONFIqNCE PROCESS WE 1,010 LIKE FOR YOU TO FOR!AATE
YOUR PERCEPTIONS OF THE mpLEM AND ITS SOLUTION. PLEASE PROVIDE cAlmo
RESPONSES TO THE FOLLWING QUESTIONS.

In as many words as you feel are necessary, define the problem.

Provide what you see as a solution to the problem.
(Actually organize a program for solving tho problem)
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AN EXPLANATION

Now that you have completKI the conference process, you are probably
organizing sgole things in your mind. Just this same process is going
on with the conference organizers. To aid in this process we need to
have you complete this post conference questionnaire. It requires that
you be as honest, thorough and frank as possible.

Directions

On the page following this sheet there is a place for you to indicate
a ocdc. yov (11!c4.1 curh A four digit rode at the beginning of the con-

ference. Record that number at the top of the page.

Please complete each section before going to the next, and do not change
a response once you have gone on to the next section. The questionnaire
MUST be completed before you depart the conference.

Thank you,

ISE Evaluation Staff
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CODE

FOLLOWING ARE FOUR STATEMENTS BY FOUR FICTITIOUS YOUNG PEOPLE. PLEASE
READ THROUGH EACH STATL:IENT CAREFULLY BUT uUICKLY. ASSUME THAT THE
INDIVIDUAL HAS l'ADE TME STATErENT TO YOU. THEN, FROM ANY FRAME OF
REFERENCE YOU CHOni, INDICATE HOU YOU MUD COIINSFI rv..; ADVISE THE

STUDENT. DE VERY F,PECfnC, ACTUALLY DESIN A CWPLEIC PROCEDURE
WHIOFYOU Wi-GHT CO;InEICULY USE WERE YOU ACTUALLY FACED WITH THE
PROBLEM.

Statement by a sixteen year old male.

"The thing that is most difficult for me to understand and the scariest,
too, is that I really don't know what to do with my life. I know what

people expect me to do. They want me to become a teacher like dad. I

really don't have any objection to teaching. It just seems like there
ought to be more for me. Like, I'd really want to think I have a little

bit more to contribute. I'm going to college, but this is the most fright-
ened I've ever been. I'm scared that I still won't know what to do after
I've wastes two year and all t;iat mor.cy. C1cgc i: just too expenive
to waste time on."

8 2
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Statemnt of a Black college student.

"Well, you sce, here's my problem. I've get one Hnrn year to go in

school. I'll grauate with a$ .5 aceumn and a mi,jor in mieroMoio9y.
I've applied to rcOleal school and have not been P,ccepted. li I

can't gc,t, into medical school, then I've wasted three years of my

life."

71



Statement by a Black college freshman:

"When I deOded to go to college, I was so sure that I '6new what I

wanted to do. I even rieciared d major in chomis'xy during my first
quarter. I haven't done that badly, In fact, you might as well l:1J.Ar,

I've done quite well. For that matter, I've Oways done well in
science and r,:ath. The problem is that if I do decide to get a degree
in one of them, 1 don't know what I'll de w-:th it when I finally do

graduate. I used to tilinl, I miglit go intc ix'.1icine or dontictry, hut

the older I get the forther off that possibility gets. It would be
great to be able to no to medical school. I just don't think I can

wait ten or twelve re to start earning a living. Any way, I reF'lly

don't know that much allout either one of them. raybe I'll go to law
school or something."
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COMPLETL 1HE Hue ITEMS PY iND1CATiC THf LCTION OD D!CPLE OF
YOUR FELMGS ABOUi THEM. CIRCLE THE NUrar, EXPRESSES NUR
FEELINGS.

1. There is not very much that a teacher can do to motivate students to
enter one profession over another.

strongly strongly

disagree 3 2 1 0 I 2 3 agree

2. This conference provided me with specifi:, infonilation on lig! I can
establish a program for recruiting minorities into the health profes-

sions.

strongly strongly

disagree 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 agree

3. I have gained soe very definite ideas ahout the problems uhich
minorities face in entering the health professions.

strongly strongly

disagree 3 2 I 0 1 2 3 agree

4. The failure of minorities to attempt Lo enter the health professioc:s
is primarily related to a fear of failure.

strongly strongly
disagree 3 2 1 0 I 2 3 agree

5. There is very little which can be done to change the psychological

set which minorities have regarding thr difficulties of entering the
health professions.

strongly
disagree 3 2 1 0 1

strongly
agree

6. Using the mechonisv ergroup interactionnis an em,remely effective
way of counseling students about entry into the kralth profesions.

str( lv
dV,dgril2P 3 2 1 0 1

stroHlv
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7. Making books, paiiThlets and other written materials available

to students (Mout the health professions has tecn a very effec-
tive way of informing students about different occupations.

strongly strongly
disagree 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 agree

8. I have a wealth of curr ,Inent knowledge about the py different_ _ _
health professions.

strongly strongly
disagree 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 agree

9. I have a good working knowledge of group processes,.

strongly strongly

disagree 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 agree

10. The career development of minorities is essentially the same as that
for the population as a whole.

strongly
Hicilnre 3

strongly
1 0 1 2 3 aoree

11. Given the opportunity, I would feel pefectly comfortable conducting
a"group expericnee"with a group of students,

strongly strongly

disagree 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 agree

12. I am aware of what most career development specialist have to say
about career decision meking.

strongly strongly

disagree 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 agree

13. I am awar of the hioh school requircents necessary for' entry into
;

strowily suroly
disagree 3 2 1 0 1 7 3 dgc,e

14. I orT,:riercrd p.m,/ of ti'e frustrtions of ,.=Ihrw a deOsion

about a carec hich i,;(),:t young e:dulL toky c'Kpc,r1c!,, iho.

trongly ,,trongly

di:,agree 3 ? 1 0 1 2 3 arc
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15. Young people tedey need counseli !

more so than in academic areas.

(1 in social and psychological areas

stronnly strongly
disagree 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 agree

16. I am very harpy with my own career choice.

strongly strongly
disagree 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 agree

17. Most counseling of stuC:ents, as it is new perfored, is a iiste of
time when it cu:ies to helpin:j them to make decisions about a career.

strongly strongly

disagree 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 agree

18. Elementary and secondary education for minorities need to get hack
to strict attention to the three R's and away from attempting to
meet the personal needs of students .

strongly strongly
disagree 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 agree

19. If I can develop a detailed program for counseling and recruiting
minorities in the health areas, I am confident tat I would get
backing from my superiors in setting it up at my home institution.

strongly strongly
disagree 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 agree

20. I feel that this four week program has been very beneficial in
givinn me skill in help-Intj studenLs to rakc coreer dcosion5.

strongly strongly

dis0gree 3 2 1 0 1 ? 3 agree

7 r)
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LIST THE ..[P ARU: "HICH YOU 00SIPFP, TO RE VCST.Sir,IF:CANT IN THE
FAILURE Of LI;,ORI-11L3 10 ENTER 1HL HEALTH F,1 I551 0::::),-

Most Significant 1.

Second Most Significant 2.

Third Most Significar,1 3,

BELOW INNUJE HO'.1 YOU FEEl AUTT YON EXDflrrcES OF THE PAST FOUR UEEKS.
RESPOND I!: S.V.H A Yi".Y AS TO PACATir. THE BIEFOTION i.!M F.;[CPEE OF YOUR

FEELIHGS ii: DICH OF HiE PROCESSES,

1, The sc;;!inar topics were,

very irrelevant 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 very relevant

2. The ser.iinar presenters were

poor 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 excelleht

3. The conference was,

poorly organized 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 well organized

4. The confr,rence setting was,

poor 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 excellent

5. The materials passed out were,

irrelev(mt 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 very relewnt

6. ,ne ;,,,

no, holijoi 3 2 1 0 1
,-,

, 3 vcry nelpfi;1

7 ny

pc,ot- 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 excellent

-))
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INDICATE FCR EACH or THE HEALTH UUERc; LIS7 ED LEEN , MI. COMPETE 1C[.

LEVEL 'AI CH YOU HAVE IN COU NS LLI HC STUDENTS .

No

Cmpetence
1 2

I

Average
\

High
Competence Competence

3 4 5 6 7

El ectroencephal ographi c

Techni ci an

I nhal ati on Technici an

I nhal a ti on Therapi s t

Optometri c Ass i s tant

Optometri s t

Denta 1 Hygieni s t

Medi ca 1 Lehoi-atory

Techno I oqi s t

Medical Tech nol ogi s t

Cytotech nol ofji s t

Medi cal Assi stant

Medi cal Record

Techni c i an

Medical f ,cord

Admi n i s Lra tor

Certi fied Tech ni ci an

Radi ol og te.

Technolnnist

!!lici t!ar H , :- 1

T( cH.)1T:17,t,
1
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I

No

Competence
1 2

Avi , ,,;e

CompfhTice
3 /I rJ

High

Competence
(..) 7

Electrocardiograph
Tichnician

.

Dentist

Pharmacist

Operating Room
Technician

Physical Therapist

Physical Therapist

Assistant

Veterinarian

Dietetic Technician

Sanitarian

Dietitian

Registered :urse

Licensed lractical
Nurse

9U
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CODE

DATE
,

Directions: In order to evaluate the different conference activities while
they are fresh in you mind, the evaluation staff would like for you to
complete one of these short questionnaires for each of the conference seminars
or workshops. You should tl:rn in each days guntionnaires at the first
session of the succeeding day.

Title of seminar

Presenter

The presenter W3S

poor 3 2 1 0 1 2 3

The material v:as

irrelevant 3 2 1 0 1 2 3

The material was
...

very uninteresting 3 2 1 0 1 2 3

The session as a whole

did not fullfill

any of my needs

3 2 1 0 1 2 3

excellent

very relevant

very interesting

fullfilled many of
my needs

Use this space to make any comments you might wish to make concerning
the seminar or wort:shop:

.
80
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POS1-CONFERENCE RE-EVALUATION OF
PRESENTAIONS

Attached are identified the seminars and presentations which were
a part of the training program. Please go through and re-c\ialuate

cacti as honestly as you can.

l 3
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Clinicals

Health Care Administration and Planning

1. What positiv.? things stick in your mind about the pres2ntation?

a.

b.

C.

2. What n2cativo things stic!: in your mind about thc presentation?

A

b.

c.
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S',-Mit;ARS

Introductory Group Marathon

I. What poltiv,2. ilinjs sticJ: in your ',ind about the prespntation?

a,

b.

o.

2. What _:1-tiv3 things stici. in your mind about tho pr2sentation?
......___

a.

b,

C.

T ,

9 6
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Allied Health CoUnselet Colinscling TeChnique
tvaluatiOn I!'orm

INSTRUCTIONSt Carefully read the respOnses made by eadh Of the
qartieipants to each of the student statemehtS. Then ecMplete
brie, Of, these forMs for each response for each partieipaht.
(YOU.:thould complete four (4) of these forms for eaCh parti-
4paht) Check the response whith best applies.

1. Ddes tie cbunselor teem to have a clear theoretiöal orientatiOn?

Very cleat
:- dlear

not at all
,t,ethere a linear progression toward meeting the student't heeds'?

Very cleat linear ptogressiOn
prOgrettien

__no evidence of lineat progression
3, It the apptoach Used by the ceunSelor ereatiVe?

__Very creative
a standard appreach
hot an acceptible approach

4. Does the eountelor indicate a knowledge of referende materidlt/
per-tent available to the ttudent?

Nery clearly knowledgeable
tome knowledge

_not knowledgeable at all
S. ti there a health-care-oceupations-orientation evidenced by

the counseler in working with the StUdent?

_very health care octupations oriented
some health care occupations oriented
no health care occupations orientation at all

6, ts there an identification of the student's problem as a minority
dl-lreer decision problem?

Clear identifiCation
tursory identification
no identification

in which of the fo]lowing coum;c1.in9 zrezIr; is the counselor
mest

technique
theory
information
sensitivity
(other) identity
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